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World Environment Day is observed globally every year on 5th June. The 47th celebration of World 

Environment Day globally, this year the UN Decade of Ecosystem Restoration was launched with the 

#GenerationRestoration. The global host for this year was Pakistan and every one across the globe take 

the pledge to “REIMAGINE, RECREATE, RESTORE” and the students of School of Environment and 

Natural Resources, Doon University  were not an exceptional.  

School of Environment and Natural Resources, Doon University in collaboration with South Asian Forum 

of Environment organized a webinar on 5TH June, 2021. With the theme of “Ecosystem Restoration”, the 

webinar witnessed about 200 participants and registrations with some eminent speakers and 

environmentalist across the country.  Owing to the present situation of Covid- 19 the students arranged 

everything for virtual modal and every individual contributed to the restoration process by planting 

sapling in their own houses. The importance of the nature was portrayed beautifully by a video in the 

beginning of the webinar which was followed by the inaugural address of the event by Prof. Kusum 

Arunachalam. She mentioned about the importance of the role of every individual in safeguarding the 

interests of environment for a better future.  
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The webinar saw some young motivators like Heeta Lakhani, Global FP at YOUNGCO, UNFCC , Prasidhi 

Singh, a small girl from Tamil Nadu who took away everyone’s attention with her inspiring movement 

and thoughts. The participants in the webinar also got to know how waste can be turned into an 

economic resources by Ankita Chamola, Project Manager of the Waste Warriors, Dehradun which was 

fine-tuned by Dr. Niladri Dasgupta, resource person of WII. While sharing the thoughts and experiences,  

Heeta mentioned that children should be encouraged to take up the initiatives to safeguard and to start 

a movement for the same which was duly proved by Prasidhi, and her “Green Army”. Many questions 

were aroused in the mind of the participants which were answered and explained clearly by the 

speakers.  

During the interactions, Ankita presented how any place can be turn into zero-waste place and how 

individual can contribute to the minimum waste generation. She encouraged every female participants 
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to switch to menstrual cup and contribute to the minimal waste production. While with the same 

reference, Dr. Niladri Dasgupta threw light on the Namami Ganga project and other ecological issues 

prevailing in India.  

Dr. Dipayan Dey, the chairperson of SAFE was the keynote speaker of the program and explained clearly 

about the importance for restoring what we have lost with reference to the recent cyclone “YAAS” 

effects in West Bengal. He spoke on the innovative programmes launched by SAFE such as Circular 

Economy, Blue Carbon and Bio rights for Environment protection. 

The participants enjoyed throughout the program and apart from the talks by the speakers, the results 

were declared for the activities, which were arranged for all without any age bar to mark the theme of 

the Environment Day. We received entries from different intuitions across the country, and notably, not 

only the students but also the homemakers participated in the activities and blew away everyone’s mind 

with her extravagant ideas of recreating and reusing.  The winners were awarded with certificates and 

cash prize money sponsored by SAFE   (1st Prize Rs 2500, 2nd Prize Rs 1500 & 3rd Prize Rs 1000) .  Even 

some of the entries from our university made ways for special prizes considering their ideas of reusing 

waste materials.  

The categories for the entries were:  

 BEST-OUT –OF-WASTE  

 BODY PAINTING 

 

BEST-OUT-OF-WASTE: 

The purpose of the activity was to engage participants to think out of the box and come up with some 

new cool stuffs out of waste material. To make people think and encourage for the same that what you 

think waste, can be turned into some attractive and useful things. Let us not create waste anymore but 

restore what we have lost and reimagine.  

 

The prize-holders for the same were: 

1st Position: Anuj Joshi (SENR, DOON UNIVERSITY) 

2ND Position: Arushi Lohani (SENR, DOON UNIVERSITY) 

3rd Position: Ritu Saini (Home-maker) 

Special Position: Satikwa Gupta 

                               Ankita Rawat (SENR, DOON UNIVERSITY)  
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BODY- PAINTING: 

“ART IS THE BEST WAY TO EXPRESS AND CREATE AWARENESS” with this, modern time painting – the 

body painting category came into place and within a very short time we received a quite good number 

of entries. The theme was based on 

the theme of World Environment Day 

“Ecosystem Restoration.” 

The position holders for the same are:   

1st Position: Satikwa Gupta  

2nd Position: Mayur Thapa  

3rd Position: Astha Bhandari  

The winners of both the categories 

were awarded with cash prize money 

sponsored by South Asian Forum of 

Environment. 
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“Keep Planting a Tree Once a Week and Make This Earth A Better Place to Live “ 


